
Noah-Sniper

1. Noun - Plural
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Noah-Sniper

Almost everybody has Noun - Plural , but some people have more than others, and maybe

Adjective than others. Ben's family and helpers have a few enemies. Ben can only try to figure out which

one killed their lions. Ben is working hard to prevent another shooting, but he can only do what he knows will

help. Going to Proper Noun Metcalf was a good idea, because he had advice, and he would try to he

would try to help. Summing up his known enemies was also a good idea. Currently the most likely are Richie

Lewis and George Trilby. Ben thinks the shooter opened up the gate Coordinating conjunction cut the alarm,

but Pronoun think the sniper was Verb - Present ends in ING with another. Ben tried to contact his

parents, but he couldn't contact them. Ben was lucky only two of the lions were killed Adverb by the

sniper. Ben had no idea what was coming when he heard the Noun - Plural going crazy. Whoever opened

up the compound gates had to be smart enough not to open the gates of Dmitri the Siberian Proper Noun ,

yet willing to let out the Noun - Plural . The sniper had to be an exceptional marksman with access to

Adjective weaponry.

Rocky the lion is the opposite of an enemy to Ben. Rocky has the mindset of Ben is his. If anyone is going to

hurt Ben, he will protect him. Ben is worried the sniper will strike again and kill Rocky, the lion who he pretty

much raised when his mother abandoned him. Wow! It must have been a handful raising a lion Noun .

On the other hand, the other lions were just probably glad to not be shot like the Noun - Plural . Different

people have different enemies.
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